
2022 Annual Enrollment
Highlights and News

CHANGE Medical - Bronze PPO

The Bronze PPO was already positioned as the best value for those enrolled in  
individual coverage but with decreases to the employee premiums for those covering a 

Spouse, Children, or the entire Family, the Bronze PPO is now the best value  
for everyone earning less than $45/hour! 

CHANGE Medical - Bronze PPO
The provider network will now be “Blue Preferred Select” which is a more limited 

network and excludes BJC providers.  One other change will be the member cost for 
Specialty Rx Medications.

CHANGE Medical - Gold PPO This plan will see no benefit changes, but increased premiums.         

CHANGE Medical - Silver PPO This plan will see no benefit changes, but increased premiums.        

CHANGE

Medical -  
Consumer Driven 

Health Plan with an 
H.S.A.

The H.S.A. account administrator will change from Benefit Wallet to WEX 

Benefits.  This plan will see no benefit changes, but increased premiums.  

CHANGE Medical - All Plans Everyone will receive new Anthem medical ID cards  
mailed to their home around late December

CHANGE Spousal Surcharge The surcharge employees pay for covering a spouse who is eligible for medical  
coverage through their employer will change from $50 to $75 per month.

CHANGE Rx Pharmacy  
Benefits

Members will pay the difference in cost if a brand-name drug is requested by the  
member or their physician when a generic equivalent is available.  

Physicians can submit supporting documentation to Express Scripts explaining why 
their patient requires the brand-name drug instead of the generic equivalent.  
If approved, the member will not be responsible for the difference in cost.

CHANGE Dental There are no changes to either plan’s benefits, but increased premiums.

CHANGE Long-Term  
Disability (LTD)

The LSS Long Term Disability (LTD) benefit provided to full-time staff at no cost will see 
its benefit reduced from 60% to 50% of your monthly earnings for all new claims filed 

after the new year.

SAME Vision There are no changes to vision benefits or premium costs

SAME Life Insurance No changes to employees’ supplemental life insurance benefits or costs

SAME Voya Voluntary  
Benefits

No changes to any of the Voya voluntary benefits or premium costs  
(Hospital, Critical Illness, Accident)

REMINDER Wellness It’s never too late to earn wellness points… Don’t have 50 or 100 points yet?  
You can still earn discounted medical premiums by earning points with Quest.

REMINDER LSS Benefit Videos
You can learn all about your LSS benefits with recorded presentation videos available on 

any computer or smart phone through your LSS Benefits Website  
(www.LSSLiving.org/Benefits).

REMINDER Flexible Spending 
Accounts (FSA)

Don’t forget that FSA’s are a great way to save money: You can avoid paying taxes on 
your childcare expenses with a Dependent Care FSA, and you can avoid paying taxes on 

healthcare expenses with a Healthcare FSA.

REMINDER Workday You can make your annual enrollment elections using the  
Workday mobile app on your smart phone.  
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